ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Database systems play an important role in information processing. They are widely used in business, military, and research fields. However, since they are developed and applied in isolation over a relatively long period of time, the inevitable heterogeneity becomes an inherent characteristic of the information-sharing environment. To overcome the obstacles generated by local database heterogeneity, two possible solutions have been studied in the literature:
• Redesign the existing databases to form a homogeneous information-sharing system, or
• Lay a global system on top of the heterogeneous local databases to provide a uniform information access method (multidatabase system).
The first solution is not economically feasible due to the high costs; hence the second approach (multidatabases) is recognized as a more practical solution (Sheth & Larson, 1990) . Within the scope of multidatabases, the summary schemas model (SSM) proposed by Bright et al. (1994) is a solution that utilizes hierarchical meta-data in which a parent node maintains an abstract form of its children's data semantics, namely a summary schema. The hierarchical structure and the automated schema abstraction significantly improve the robustness and provide dynamic expansion capability to the system. By using an online thesaurus, the SSM also supports imprecise queries.
As mobile communication technology advances and the cost and functionality of mobile devices improves, more and more users desire and sometimes demand anytime, anywhere access to information sources. The flexibility of such mobile data access systems (MDASs) comes at the expense of system complexity caused by technological limitations.
The mobile agent based distributed system design paradigm can alleviate some of these limitations. When mobile agents are introduced into the system, mobile users only need to maintain the network connectivity during the agent submission and retraction. Therefore, the use of mobile agents alleviates constraints such as connectivity, bandwidth, energy, and so forth.
We have proposed and prototyped a novel MDAS, called MAMDAS -applying mobile agents within the mobile data access system framework. The system adopts SSM as its underlying multidatabase organization model. The design of MAMDAS intends to address two major issues: achieving high performance and supporting mobility. In this article, we focus on the performance issue. Studies addressing the second issue can be found in Jiao and Hurson (2004b) . Our experimental results show that MAMDAS achieves higher performance compared to previous SSM prototypes by reducing the network traffic. It also provides good system scalability, portability, and robustness.
The rest of this article is organized as follows: the background information is covered in the second section and the related work is discussed in the third section. The fourth section gives the details of the MAMDAS architecture and implementation. The fifth section presents and analyzes the experimental results. Finally, the last section concludes the discussion.
BACKGROUND Multidatabase Systems
Database systems serve critical functions in government projects, business applications, and academic research. In many cases, existing geographically distributed, autonomous, and heterogeneous data sources must share information and perform conjoint functions. Since designing and building a database requires large capital and time investment, it is not practical to redesign and rebuild a homogenous system out of a collection of heterogeneous databases. As an alternative, it would be of interest to design a global system on top of the existing heterogeneous local databases and generate an impression of uniform access with reasonable cost. Such systems are often referred to as multidatabase systems (MDBSs) in the literature.
According to the taxonomy introduced by Sheth and Larson (1990) , multidatabase systems can be further divided into federated and nonfederated database systems (FDBSs). Due to the fact that nonfederated database systems do not support local autonomy but federated database systems do, the latter is more favorable in practice. An FDBS consists of component databases that are autonomous and yet share information with the federation (Sheth & Larson, 1990) . To overcome the local schema heterogeneity problem and support global transactions, FDBSs normally adopt the layered schema architecture -evolving from heterogeneous local-level data models to a uniform globallevel data model. This global-level data model is called canonical or common data model (CDM). Two problems are often associated with the layered schema architecture: (1) schema redundancy exists between different layers, and (2) as the size of the FDBS grows, the size of global-level schema also increases, and therefore it becomes more difficult to maintain and manipulate the global-level schema.
Based on who creates, maintains, and controls the federation, federated database solutions can be loosely or tightly coupled. It is the user's responsibility in the former, while it is the FDBS administrator's task in the latter. The summary schemas model (SSM) (Bright et al., 1994) is, as reported in the literature, a tightly coupled FDBS that can address the two problems associated with the layered schema architecture.
Summary Schemas Model (SSM) for Multidatabase Design
The SSM consists of three major components: a thesaurus, local nodes, and summary-schemas nodes. Figure 1 depicts the structure of the SSM. The thesaurus defines a set of standard terms that can be recognized by the system, namely global terms, and the categories they belong to. Each physical database (local nodes) may have its own dialect of those terms, called local terms. In order to share information among databases that speak in different dialects, each physical database maintains a local-global schema meta-data that maps each local term into a global term in the format of "local term: global term". Global terms are related through synonym, hypernym, and hyponym links. The thesaurus uses a semantic-distance metric (SDM) to provide a quantitative measurement of "semantic similarity" between terms. The implementation detail of the thesaurus can be found in the work of Byrne and McCracken (1999) .
The cylinders and the ovals in Figure 1 represent local nodes and summaryschemas nodes, respectively. A local node is a physical database containing real data. A summary-schemas node is a logical database that contains a meta-data called summary schema, which stores global terms and lists of locations where each global term can be found. The summary schema represents the schemas of the summary-schema node's children in a more abstract manner -it contains the hypernyms of the input data. As a result, fewer terms are used to describe the information than the union of the terms in the input schemas.
The SSM is a tightly coupled FDBS solution and therefore, the administrator is responsible for determining the logical structure of the SSM. In other words, when a node joins or leaves the system, the administrator is notified and changes to the SSM are made accordingly. Note that once the logical structure is determined, the schema population process is automated and does not require the administrator's attention.
The SSM was simulated and its prototype architecture supported by DARPA was developed. The performance of the model was evaluated under various schema distributions, query complexity, and network topology (Bright et al., 1994) . The major contributions of the SSM include preservation of the local autonomy, high expandability and scalability, short response Because of the unique advantages of the SSM, we chose it as our underlying multidatabase organization model.
Mobile Agent Technology
An agent is a computer program that acts autonomously on behalf of a person or organization (Lange & Oshima, 1998) . A mobile agent is an agent that can move through the heterogeneous network autonomously, migrate from host to host, and interact with other agents (Gray et al., 2002) . Agent-based distributed application design is gaining prevalence, not because it is an application-specific solution -any application can be realized as efficiently using a combination of traditional techniques. It is rather due to the fact that it provides a single framework that allows a wide range of distributed applications to be implemented easily, efficiently, and robustly.
Mobile agents have many advantages. We only highlight some of them that motivated our choice. A quantitative study of mobile agents' effect on reducing communication cost, improving query response time, and conserving energy is reported in the work of Jiao and Hurson (2004a) .
• Support disconnected operation: mobile agents can roam the network and fulfill their tasks without the owner's intervention. Thus, the owner only needs to maintain the physical connection during submission and retraction of the agent. This asset makes mobile agents desirable in the mobile computing environment where intermittent network connection is often inevitable.
• Balance workload: by migrating from the mobile device to the core network, the agents can take full advantage of the high bandwidth of the wired portion of the network and the high computation capability of servers/workstations. This feature enables mobile devices that have limited resources to provide functions beyond their original capability.
• Reduce network traffic: mobile agents' migration capability allows them to handle tasks locally instead of passing messages between the involved databases. Therefore, fewer messages are needed in accomplishing a task. Consequently, this reduces the chance of message losses and the overhead of retransmission.
One should note that the agent-based computation model also has some limitations. For instance, the overhead of mobile agent execution and migration can sometimes overshadow the performance gain obtained by reduced communication costs. In addition, the ability to move and execute code fragments at remote sites introduces serious security implications that cannot be addressed by existing technology.
Contemporary mobile agent system implementations fall into two main groups: Java-based and non-Java-based. We argue that Java-based agent systems are better in that the Java language's platform independent features make it ideal for distributed application design. We chose the IBM Aglet Workbench SDK 2.0 (1996) as the MAMDAS' implementation tool. The IBM Aglet API provides high-level methods for sending and receiving messages. Low-level communication details are addressed by the mobile agent platform. The major advantage of the agent-based model, compared to the client/server-based model, is not the superiority of its communication mechanism. Rather, it is beneficial because the agent mobility allows tasks to be accomplished by using a fewer number of messages, which in turn improves the system performance in a congested network environment.
Related Work
Developing an agent-based MDAS involves research in many different directions: multidatabase architecture design (Sheth & Larson, 1990) , ontology definition, which enables semantic interoperability among distributed data sources (Ouksel & Sheth, 1999; Sheth & Meersman, 2002; Maedche et al., 2003) , mobile agent platform development (Gray et al., 2002) , global transaction management (Dunham et al., 1997) , and so forth. In this work, we take advantage of the existing top technology in each research field and explore their potential in new application domains. We adopted the SSM, which has been fully discussed and evaluated by Bright et al. (1994) , as our multidatabase architecture; we applied the ontology definition reported in the work of Byrne and McCracken (1999) to provide semantic interoperability among heterogeneous local databases; we chose IBM Aglet Workbench (IBM, 1996; Lange & Oshima, 1998) as our mobile agent implementation platform. This article focuses on exploring and evaluating the potential of mobile agents in global information retrieval applications, and it is therefore beyond the scope of this article to discuss related work in the aforementioned four directions.
Mobile Agents in Distributed Data Access Systems
An application of AgentTCL mobile agents for distributed query processing over multiple relational databases has been described by Jones and Brown (1997) . The focus of the work was to optimize multiway JOIN queries using mobile agents. Three algorithms that apply dynamic optimization are developed: centralized, distributed, and migration algorithms. The performance of these three algorithms is compared to the static algorithm that only utilizes static optimization. The authors conclude that mobile agents are suitable for query processing in distributed databases at the expense of significant communication overhead.
The technical-report searcher system reported in the work of Brewington et al. (1999) is implemented using the D'Agents mobile-agent system. The Smart system is used to measure the textual similarity be-tween documents and a yellow page to determine the location of the documents. Mobile agents are exploited to retrieve reports across multiple machines. In this system, a mobile agent stays on the user's mobile device and performs the task by making RPC-like calls if the connection between the user and the network is reliable. Otherwise, the mobile agent will migrate to the closest proxy and start searching from there. When a task involves a large amount of intermediate data, the agent sends out child agents to the source of the documents. In the converse situation, where the query requires only a few operations, the agent simply makes RPC-like calls. The authors conclude that mobile agent technology has the potential to be a single, general framework in distributed information-retrieval applications. They also point out that the significant overhead of inter-agent communication and migration cannot be ignored. Papastavrou et al. (2000) proposed the DBMA-Aglet Framework for World Wide Web distributed database access. The system uses mobile agents, between the client and the server machine, as a means of providing database connectivity, processing, and communication. The DBMSAglet Multidatabase Framework is an extension of the DBMS-Aglet Framework that can perform parallel execution over multiple databases. In this framework, a coordinator DBMS-aglet is responsible for creating and dispatching multiple DBMSaglets to different data sources. Finally, the coordinator DBMS-aglet compiles the results and returns it to the client. The authors claim that the DBMS-Aglet Framework allows the aglet to be portable, light, independent, autonomous, flexible, and robust. Vlach et al. (2000) implemented a system called mobile database agent system (MDBAS). The system intends to integrate heterogeneous databases under one virtual global database schema to transparently manage distributed execution. The MDBAS intends to preserve local autonomy and execute distributed transactions using the two-phase commit protocol. Based on the experiences gained in the development of MDBAS, the authors claim that mobile agent technology will play an important role in the software industry in a short time.
The above research projects have proven the practicality of mobile agents in distributed database access system designs. However, these projects either did not investigate the multidatabase architecture or adopted the global schema approach, and consequently, will suffer from the two problems associated with it.
A work closely related to our research is the InfoSleuth project (Bayardo et al., 1997) . The InfoSleuth addresses dynamic information integration and sharing problems in an open environment, the Internet, by using the agent-oriented design and ontology technology. In this system, entities and functions are represented by agents, and the agents communicate using the KQML standard. Specialized broker agents semantically match information needs with available resources by consulting the ontology definition. The user accesses the InfoSleuth via a Java Applet-enabled Web browser.
We proposed and prototyped a new mobile multidatabase access system that takes full advantage of the SSM and the mobile agent-based computation paradigm -an application of mobile agents within the framework of mobile data access system (MAMDAS). We expect that by adopting the SSM as the underlying multidatabase platform, the MAMDAS will suit the requirements of large-scale multidatabase permission of Idea Group Inc. is prohibited.
systems -preserving local autonomy, achieving high performance, and providing good scalability and expandability. We also anticipate that the mobile agent technology will allow MAMDAS to provide better support for mobile users when dealing with the presence of intermittent network connectivity and congested networks.
Previous Summary-Schemas Model Prototypes
The Information Broker System The information broker (IB) is the first SSM prototype (Byrne & McCracken, 1999) based on the conventional clientserver computation model. The system consists of four servers: a thesaurus server, a SSM administration server, a retrieval server, and a query server. Each server has a graphical user interface (GUI) that eases the user's interaction with the server. Local nodes and summaryschemas nodes run on a set of hosts connected through a network. The administrator can start and stop a node by sending commands to the Daemon program residing on each host and construct the summary-schemas hierarchy through the SSM Admin GUI. Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of the IB system.
Users submit queries through the data search GUI. To form a query, the user needs to supply the following information: the category preference (categorizing terms into different fields helps to narrow down the search scope), the node to start the search, the keyword, and a preferred semantic distance (loose match or close match). After accepting a query, the query server starts searching the SSM hierarchy from the user-chosen node and performs the search over the multidatabase. When presenting the results, the query server displays all the terms that satisfy the user's preferred semantic distance. The IB system has proven that the SSM is a practical multidatabase solution. However, its operation relies on network connectivity and its performance degrades significantly when the network is congested.
The Enhanced IB System
To overcome the deficiencies of the original IB system design and take advantage of agent technology, Montero (2000) partially replaced the client-server paradigm with the agent-based paradigm. Performance studies showed that under the same experimental conditions, the enhanced IB system can, on average, resolve queries nearly three times faster than the original system. Figure 3 shows an overview of the enhanced IB system. Compared to the original design shown in Figure 2 , the enhanced system made the following major changes:
• Three types of mobile agents are introduced into the IB system: the CategorySearcher agent, the HierarchicalSearcher agent, and the QueryResolution agent.
• The new design completely eliminates the Query Server. • The enhanced IB system authorizes the QueryResolution agent to start and stop nodes when necessary, eliminating the need for the Daemon programs, and thus reducing overhead on system resources.
The enhanced IB system works as follows: When a user starts the data search GUI, a CategorySearcher agent and a HierarchicalSearcher agent are created and sent to the thesaurus server and the SSM admin server to look for the category information and the site map, respectively. After the two agents return and display the information, the user can create a QueryResolution agent and launch it to the starting node. Upon arrival at the destination, the agent first starts the node and then performs the search. Figure 4 depicts the search algorithm of a summary-schemas node.
The improvement associated with mobile agent technology is three-fold (Montero, 2000) .
• The agent server provides another layer of security.
• The enhanced system demonstrates better performance, mainly due to the reduced number of messages.
• The enhanced system achieves higher resource utilization.
Unfortunately, the enhanced system, as implemented, has one important shortcoming: local autonomy violation. Since the Daemon programs are eliminated, the QueryResolution agent must start a node when necessary and stop the node when it finishes searching. As a result, malicious users could start a node without being noticed by the administrator and jeopardize the integrity of the system by not releasing the node -each node program needs a unique port number on the local machine for its execution; consequently, if the port number is already occupied, other execution attempts of the node program will fail (denial of service attack).
MAMDAS MAMDAS Design
We chose Gaia, a general agent-oriented analysis and design methodology as the MAMDAS design methodology (Wooldrige, Jennings & Kinny, 2000) . Because of space limitations, we skip the design detail and only present the results. More information of the MAMDAS design process can be found in Jiao and Hurson (2002) . Tables 1 and 2 show the agent model and the service model of 
System Overview
The MAMDAS consists of four major logical components: the host, the administrator, the thesaurus, and the user. Figure  6 illustrates the overall architecture of the MAMDAS. To avoid complications, the figure shows only the most important agent types. Some secondary agents have been omitted.
The MAMDAS can accommodate an arbitrary number of hosts. A HostMaster agent resides on each host. A host can maintain any number and any type of nodes (local nodes or summary-schemas nodes) based on its resources. Each NodeManager agent monitors and manipulates a node. The HostMaster agent is in charge of all the NodeManager agents on that host. Nodes are logically organized into a summary-schemas hierarchy. The system administrators have full control over the structure of the hierarchy. They can construct the structure by using the graphical tools provided by the AdminMaster agent.
In Figure 6 , the solid lines depict a possible summary-schemas hierarchy with the arrows indicating the hierarchical rela- Once the administrator decides the summary-schemas hierarchy, commands will be sent out to each involved NodeManager agent to build the structure. NodeManagers at the lower levels export their schemas to their parents. Parent nodes contact the thesaurus and generate an abstract version of their children's schemas. When this process reaches the root, the MAMDAS is ready to accept queries.
The user can start querying by launching the DataSearchMaster on his/her own device, which can be a computer attached to the network or a mobile device. The DataSearchMaster sends out two UserMessengers (not shown in the figure) to the AdminMaster and the ThesMaster, respectively. The UserMessengers will return to the DataSearchMaster with the summary-schemas hierarchy and the category information. The DataSearchMaster then creates a data search window that shows the user the summary-schemas hierarchy and the tree structure of the category. The user can enter the keyword, specify the preferred semantic distance, choose a category, and select a node to start the search. After the user clicks on the "submit" button, the DataSearchMaster packs the inputs, creates a DataSearchWorker, and passes the inputs to it as parameters. Since the DataSearchMaster creates a DataSearchWorker to handle each query, the user can submit multiple queries concurrently.
Once dispatched, the DataSearch Worker can intelligently and independently accomplish the search task by making local decisions without the owner's interference. The search process can be described as follows:
• First, the DataSearchWorker contacts the NodeManager to obtain its schema and children and parent information.
• Second, the DataSearchWorker performs the search algorithm with the help of the ThesMaster. Note that this is the step that involves the most communication between agents.
• Third, if there is no resolution on the current node, based on the principle of the SSM, if the current node is the root, the DataSearchWorker will return to its home (where it is created) and display "no result". If the current node is not the root, the worker agent will recursively migrate to the current node's parent and conduct the same search algorithm until it reaches the root or finds a result. Another possibility is that the current node does indicate potential results. If the current node is a leaf-node, the DataSearchWorker will collect all the local terms that satisfy the semantic distance and go home to display the results. In the case that the current node is a non-leaf-node, the DataSearchWorker will generate a clone for each node that may have results. To clarify the difference between the DataSearchWorker and its clones, we name the clone DataSearchSlave even though they perform essentially the same functions. The cloning process will be invoked recursively until the slaves finally reach the leaf nodes. Slaves perform the search permission of Idea Group Inc. is prohibited.
algorithm on their destinations in parallel. To reduce unnecessary network traffic, the slaves only report the results to its originator and then die on the local host.
• Fourth, when the final report reaches the DataSearchWorker, it knows that the task is done. It then returns home and displays the results. After the user clicks on the "ok" button or closes the result display window, the DataSearchWorker will dispose itself and release all the resources it occupies.
Two implementation choices need to be noted. First, we decided to program the data search algorithm into mobile agents instead of letting the nodes provide the search function for two reasons: (i) to give users the freedom to tailor the search algorithm to fit specific needs and (ii) to reduce the maintenance work of the MAMDAS participants. Second, when multiple query resolutions are found, the mobile agent simply returns all the results. Functions such as data filtering and fusion, summary and statistics generation and so forth can be easily added to mobile agents according to specific application requirements.
MAMDAS addresses the local database autonomy violation and security loophole problems that existed in the enhanced information broker system by returning the rights to start, stop, and manage a local database to the local authority -the NodeManager. User agents' privilege of direct interaction with the local database is revoked. They can only require services from the NodeManager. Moreover, MAMDAS optimized the search algorithm utilized by its predecessors in order to achieve better performance.
Optimizing the SSM Search Algorithm
According to the SSM search algorithm implemented in the IB system and the enhanced IB system, when a DataSearchWorker searches a node, it must compare each global term in the node's schema with the keyword. If the node is a local node, the user-specified semantic distance is used as the criterion to determine whether the term is of interest. If the node is a summary-schemas node, other criteria depending on the implementation can be applied to determine whether a global term indicates potential resolution or not.
Several characteristics of the SSM have drawn our attention. Observe the following facts:
• The centralized thesaurus can only resolve every term comparison request.
• As we will see from the experimental results, the centralized thesaurus is actually the bottleneck of the whole system. Therefore, minimizing the number of term comparisons is the key to improving the system performance.
• When searching a local node, the DataSearchWorker must compare each global term in the node's local-global schema in order to obtain all local terms that satisfy the user-specified semantic distance.
• When searching a summary-schemas node, the DataSearchWorker can stop as soon as it finds that all the children of the current node contain potential resolution, because all the children must be searched regardless of the results of the remaining comparison.
• If the search on summary-schemas node A indicates that there is no resolution in this subtree, then the DataSearchWorker moves to A's parent node; if a global term only exists on A (there is an entry which looks like "global term: <summary-schemas node A>"), this global term does not need to be checked. The reason is that we already know that there is no resolution on A.
• When the administrator organizes the summary-schemas hierarchy, naturally, he/she would prefer to connect nodes that contain similar contents to the same parent. Consequently, as we search down the tree, it is likely that all the children of a node have terms that are of interest.
Based on these observations, we claim that when searching a summaryschema node, there is an opportunity to reduce the number of comparisons of the SSM search algorithm.
• We represent the node's summary schema as a two-dimensional array with node names as row indices and global terms as column indices. If a global term's hyponym exists on a child node, the corresponding array element is set to 1. Otherwise, it is set to 0. Table 3 shows an example of such an array.
• By reorganizing the terms, we move the columns that have more 1s to the left. In other words, we should examine the terms that exist on more child nodes first. Table 4 shows the reorganization of Table 3 .
As a result, the search algorithm was modified as depicted in Figure 7 . Assume that Term 1 and Term 4 in Table 4 indicate potential results in the subtree rooted at the current node. The DataSearchWorker only needs to make two comparisons before it proceeds to other nodes: "Term 1 , keyword" and "Term 4 , keyword". In contrast, the search algorithm used in the IB and the enhanced IB systems will incur eight comparisons.
The network traffic reduction of the algorithm depends on many factors: the summary-schemas hierarchy, the thesaurus implementation, the query distribution, and so forth. Thus, a quantitative measurement of the reduction is difficult. However, one thing that is clear is that the worstcase performance of the optimized algorithm is the same as the original search algorithm used in the other two SSM prototypes: compare every summary schema's Child 1 global term with the keyword. As we will see later, the thesaurus contributes to as high as 80% of the total query response time. Therefore, any reduction of communication involving the thesaurus will significantly improve the overall response time.
EXAMPLE OF THE QUERY PROCESS Initialization Phase
The ThesMaster and HostMaster agents are launched from the Aglet Server -Tahiti. The HostMaster will start all NodeManagers that are in charge of the nodes on this host and the AdminMaster agent on a separate host. The AdminMaster reads the summary-schemas tree configuration file and sends out commands containing the structural information to corresponding NodeManagers. The NodeManagers then start exporting schemas to their parents. The summaryschemas nodes will summarize the schemas exported by their children. When the schema population process reaches the root of the summary-schemas hierarchy, the MAMDAS is ready to accept queries. Figure 8 depicts the result of this summaryschemas hierarchy building process.
Search Phrase
Users can start the DataSearch Master on any computer ("zerg.cse.psu.edu" in this example). The DataSearchMaster will create the data search GUI on which the user can enter the keyword, choose the semantic distance, category, and a node to start the search. Figure 9 is a snapshot of the GUI. In this example, the summaryschemas hierarchy consists of five nodes: "borg bssn1," "borg bssn2," "borg bln2," "ewok ewok1," and "ewok ewok3" (we use "machine name + node name" to identify a node). These nodes form a summaryschemas hierarchy with the root "borg bssn1". The user specifies the following information:
• The keyword is "damage" (actually, the term "damage" exists on both the node "ewok ewok1" and "ewok ewok3," but it does not exist on "borg bln2").
• The category is "heavy_industry".
• Start search at node "borg bln2".
• The preferred semantic distance is "0" (search for exact match). Once the user clicks the "submit" button, a DataSearchWorker mobile agent will be sent to the host "borg.cse.psu.edu". The worker contacts the NodeManager of "bln2" and performs the search algorithm against the local-global schema of "bln2". Since the term "damage" does not exit on the "bln2," the DataSearchWorker tries to search the summary schema of its parent node -"bssn1," which runs on the same host. The DataSearchWorker will find out that on one of the children of "borg bssn1," "borg bssn2," has potential result.
The DataSearchWorker then contacts node "borg bssn2" running on the same host "borg.cse.psu.edu". The search result shows that both node "ewok ewok1" and node "ewok ewok3" may have terms that exactly match the keyword. The DataSearchWorker then clones two slaves (let us call them slave 1 and slave 2 , respectively) and dispatchs them to the host "ewok.cse.psu.edu" to search node "ewok1" and node "ewok3" in parallel. Slave 1 and slave 2 will find the local terms that have semantic distance 0 with the keyword "damage" on the two nodes they are searching. Slave 1 and slave 2 report to their originator DataSearchWorker about the resolution they found and dispose themselves locally. When the DataSearchWorker has obtained reports from all its slaves, it returns to the host where it was created -in this case the
EXPERIMENTS & RESULT ANALYSIS Experimental Environment
We performed most of our experiments on Sun Ultra 5 workstations running Solaris 8. The machines are connected through a fast Ethernet network that supports up to 100Mbps. Some of our experiments were carried out on PCs with various processors running different versions of the Windows operating system. We chose to conduct our experiments in a public computer lab when the machines were lightly loaded. We believe that this choice makes the experimental results more representative of typical system behavior in a realistic environment, where the machines are not dedicated to the database application and users' behavior is random. In general, the MAMDAS can be set up on any collection of machines that satisfy the following requirements:
• Each machine has a fixed IP address.
• All machines have J2SE installed (free software).
• All machines have IBM Aglet Workbench SDK 2.0 installed (free software).
Average Response Time
We anticipate that the MAMDAS can improve the average response time because of the reduced communication cost, optimized search algorithm, and full exploitation of parallelism.
Earlier research showed that the application of mobile agents improves the query response time of the IB system by a factor of 3 (Montero, 2000) . To demonstrate the effectiveness of the MAMDAS, we constructed the same summary-schema hierarchy as reported by Montero (2000) . It consists of two local databases and the depth of the SSM is 2. A set of 10 queries was submitted to the SSM root and the average response time was recorded. Figure 11 plots the average response time of the three SSM prototypes. The result clearly shows that on average, the MAMDAS is twice as fast as the improved IB system and 6 times faster than the IB system.
Impact of the SSM Configuration
The query response time depends strongly on the SSM configuration. Therefore, the organization of the summaryschemas hierarchy should be of interest to the global DBA. Intuitively, the global DBA may apply the following configuration strategies:
• The semantic-aware configuration: cluster the local databases based on their semantic contents and assign semantically similar data sources to the same entry-level summary-schemas node.
• Non-semantic-aware configuration:
based on the physical connectivity of the network, assign local data sources to the nearest entry-level summary-schemas nodes. The semantically similar data sources are distributed across the summary-schemas hierarchy. The first strategy reduces contention at higher-level summary-schemas nodes at the expense of creating a bottleneck at certain hot nodes in the network. The second approach distributes the workload among nodes and minimizes the communication distance between nodes on adjacent levels at the cost of longer search time at higher-level nodes and possible longer search path. It is a difficult task to form a well-balanced summary-schemas hierarchy and optimize the performance. The purpose of this experiment was to compare effects of the two configurations and identify critical factors that affect the overall performance. The result can serve as a hint to help global DBA to make configuration decisions.
Semantic-Aware Configuration vs. NonSemantic-Aware Configuration
To clearly demonstrate the impact of the aforementioned strategies, we designed two extreme cases of the two configurations. The experiment was set up as follows:
• The total number of local nodes varied from 1 to 7. All local nodes have similar semantic content.
• By manipulating the local-global schemas, we ensured that the search result exists in all local nodes but one for each simulation run. Queries are always submitted to the node that does not contain the resolution. The purpose is to force the agent to travel in order to find resolutions. Different SSM configurations will result in different agent travel paths. Consequently, the average response time will be different.
• The semantic-aware configuration assigns all nodes to the same entry-level summary-schemas node because they all have similar semantic content.
• The non-semantic-aware configuration creates a new path starting at the root for each newly added local node. Figure 12 illustrates structures of both configurations when the number of local nodes is 3.
Note that when no resolution is found at the first node (we forced a search miss), in the semantic-aware configuration, the agent only needs to go up one level in order to find other possible solutions. In contrast, when the non-semantic-aware configuration is applied, the agent has to go all the way up to the root before it can find any other potential resolutions. After potential resolutions are identified, both configurations conduct searches in parallel. Intuitively, we anticipate that a shorter search path will demonstrate better performance. Figure 13 shows the experimental results. As expected, the semantic- aware configuration outperforms the nonsemantic-aware configuration. However, after a closer examination of this experimental result, we noticed performance degradation when the number of local nodes searched in parallel reaches 5 (the total number of local nodes is 6). This phenomenon raises a question: from the performance point of view, is it a good idea to build a wide summary-schemas hierarchy? In order to answer this question, we conducted the following experiment.
Scalability of Parallel Searches
From the search algorithm introduced earlier, we can see that the system response time mainly consists of the thesaurus response time and agent creation and migration overhead. In order to identify the contribution of each of them, we designed an experiment to separate the thesaurus response time from the system response time. In this experiment, the semantic-aware configuration was applied and the number of nodes searched in parallel ranged from 1 to 9. We also set the result to be found on every local node. All queries in this experiment are submitted to the root. Figure 11 plots the result. Figure 14 shows the scalability of parallel searches: for configurations with local nodes less than 7, the average response time is almost the same, regardless of the increase of the number of local nodes. A sudden increase in the response time occurs when the number of local databases grows greater than 7. The thesaurus server makes the major contribution to this performance degradation. Although the thesaurus server supports multithreading, the number of concurrent clients it can support without performance degradation is still limited. When the number reaches a certain threshold (7 in this case), the server's performance degrades dramatically. Further analysis indicates that agent cloning introduces nearly a fixed amount of overhead when agent instances increase from 1 to 10. The reason is that most parts of the agent migration and execution time overlap. These results suggest that a fan out in the range of 3 to 5 of the summaryschemas hierarchy is suitable based on the present MAMDAS implementation. However, the choice of fan out is not universal. It must be calibrated for multidatabases of different sizes and local database characteristics. We recommend using a simulator to find out the most suitable fan out range. Figure 14 also implies that the optimization of the thesaurus server's performance is very important, since it contributes to almost 80% of the execution time.
Robustness & Portability Evaluation
As noted before, the IB system is vulnerable to message losses and exceptions. Thus, the system is not stable and it is difficult to debug. The MAMDAS is much more stable than the IB system for several reasons: the robustness of agents, the reduced communication, and good exception handling mechanism. During the course of our evaluation, we did not experience any crashes or stalls. Moreover, the MAMDAS demonstrates its robustness by handling intermittent network connections gracefully. When a DataSearch Worker fails to contact the owner upon finishing the task, it assumes that the owner is disconnected from the network. The mobile agent will then return to the node to which it is first submitted and wait. Because each agent has a universally unique identification number (ID), when the owner reconnects to the network, he/she can retract the agent from the node by using its ID. This supports our expectation that the agent-based computation model is superior to the client-server computation model at the existence of frequent disconnections. We intended to apply MAMDAS in a distributed environment and provide special services to mobile users. One challenge we must face is the heterogeneity of the machines. Thanks to the Java language's platform independent features, our system can be easily ported to any machine that supports the JVM version 1.3. We have successfully tested the system on PCs that run different versions of the Windows operating system without any modification.
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
The goal of our study is to address issues in multidatabase information retrieval while focusing on providing special support for mobile users. By applying the Gaia agent-based application design method (Wooldrige et al., 2000) , we have successfully devised and implemented the MAMDAS system -an application of mobile agents within the framework of mobile data access system. The MAMDAS uses the SSM as its multidatabase organization model and the Java-based IBM Aglet Workbench SDK 2.0 as its implementation tool.
The MAMDAS benefits from the assets of the SSM. It can effectively organize large-scale multidatabase systems and
